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Abstract

This work generalizes the classical problem of finding the largest empty rectangle among obstacles
in 2D. Given a setP of n points, here a maximal empty rectangle (MER) is defined as a rectangle
of arbitrary orientation such that each of its four boundaries contain at least one member ofP

and the interior of the rectangle is empty. We propose a very simple algorithm based on standard
data structure to locate a MER of largest area in the plane. The worst-case time complexity of our
algorithm isO(n3). Though the worst-case space complexity isO(n2), it reservesO(n logn) space
on an average to maintain the required data structure during the execution of the algorithm.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The problem of recognizing all maximal empty axes-parallel (isothetic) rectangles,
commonly known as MER problem, was first introduced in [7]. Given a setP of n

points arbitrarily distributed on a 2D plane, a MER is an isothetic empty rectangle
which is not contained inside another such rectangle. The objective is to locate all
possible MERs. In [7], an algorithm for this problem is proposed with time complexity
O(min(n2,R logn)), whereR denoting the number of reported MERs, may beO(n2) in
the worst case. Later, the time complexity was improved toO(R + n logn) [1,10]. The
algorithms in [2,3] locate the largest empty isothetic rectangle among a point set without
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inspecting all MERs, in timeO(n log3n) andO(n log2n), respectively. The MER problem
is later generalized among a set of isothetic obstacles [8], and among a set of non-isothetic
obstacles [5,9].

In the context of our present work, we need to refer the following problem. Given
a set of pointsP , the location of all/largest emptyr-gon whose vertices coincide with
the members inP , is studied in [4]. Letγr(P ) denote the number of empty convexr-gons
whose vertices coincide with the members inP . The algorithm proposed in [4] runs in
O(γ3(P ) + rγr(P )) time if r � 5; for r = 3 andr = 4, it requiresO(γr(P )) time. It is
also shown thatγ4(P ) � γ3(P ) − (

n−1
2

)
, which provides a lower bound on the number of

empty convex quadrilateral in terms of number of empty triangles. They have also shown
that the empty convex polygon having maximum number of sides and vertices coinciding
with the points inP can be obtained inO(γ3(P )) time. The expected value ofγ3(P ) is
shown to beO(n2).

This paper outlines a natural generalization of the classical MER problem. Givenn

points on a 2D plane, a long standing open problem is to locate an empty rectangle
of maximum area. Thus the earlier restriction of isotheticity of the MERs is relaxed.
This type of problem often arises in different industrial applications where one needs
to cut a largest defect-free rectangular piece from a given metal sheet. We adopt a new
algorithmic paradigm, calledgrid rotation, to solve this problem. The worst-case time and
space complexities of our algorithm areO(n3) andO(n2), respectively. But, using a linked
list representation of sparse matrices, the space complexity can be reduced toO(n logn)
on an average.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe some important properties
of the point set which are helpful for finding the largest MER in arbitrary orientation.
We define the concept of prime MER (PMER), which restricts our search space; we will
also give a tight combinatorial bound on the number of PMERs. In Sections 3 and 4, we
describe our grid rotation technique for identifying the PMERs, and the complexity of our
proposed algorithm for this problem. The conclusions on this work and some related open
problems are discussed in Section 5.

2. Basic concepts

Let P = {p1,p2, . . . , pn} be a set ofn arbitrarily distributed points on a 2D region.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that all the points inP lie in the first quadrant
of the coordinate system. The coordinate of a pointpi is denoted by(xi, yi).

Definition 1. A rectangle (of arbitrary orientation) in the plane is called a MER if it is
empty, i.e., not containing any member ofP , and no other empty rectangle can enclose it.
Thus, each of the four boundaries of a MER must contain at least one point ofP .

If any of the boundaries of an empty rectangle does not contain a member ofP , then
either it is enclosed inside a MER or it is unbounded on that side. In the former case, it
is not a MER. In the latter case, such a MER is called unbounded on that particular side.
We are interested in locating the largest MER whose each of the four sides is bounded by
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Fig. 1. Definition of a MER.

some point(s) inP . In order to assign some order among the points in four sides of a MER,
consider a corner of the MER having maximumy-coordinate. The side (boundary) of the
MER incident to that corner and having non-negative slope will be referred as itsnorth
boundary. The other side adjacent to this corner is theeast boundary. Thesouthandwest
boundaries are defined in an analogous manner. In Fig. 1,pi , pj , pk , andp� appear on
north, west, southandeastboundaries, respectively. Actually, this type of nomenclature
is misnomer in the context of non-axis-parallel rectangles, but it will help to explain our
method.

Lemma 1. Given a set of four points inP , if they form a convex quadrilateral, it
may generate infinite number of MERs having those four points on its four boundaries,
respectively.

Proof. Let R be an empty convex quadrilateral whose vertices arepi,pj ,pk,p� ∈ P . In
Fig. 2(a), an example is cited where it can not generate any MER at all. In Fig. 2(b),
we demonstrate a situation where MER is possible with those four points on its four
boundaries. LetR be such a MER. Now, if we rotateR (as shown in Fig. 2(c)), it will
remain empty until we arrive a situation where one of the edges ofR contain at least two
points ofP . It is easy to understand that an infinite number of distinct MERs have been
generated during this rotation.✷

Lemma 1 tells that, there may exist an infinite number of possible MERs with a set
of four points on its four boundaries, respectively. In order to reduce the search space

Fig. 2. Proof of Lemma 1.
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for locating the largest empty rectangle, we shall introduce the concept ofprime MER
(PMER).

Lemma 2. Given a fixed angleθ and a pair of pointspi,pk ∈ P , the MER whose north
and south boundaries containpi andpk , respectively, and whose south boundary makes
an angleθ with thex-axis, is unique.

Let us consider a quadruple of four points{pi,pj ,pk,p�} (∈ P ) such that they form
an empty convex quadrilateral. It is also observed that the rectangle with{pi,pj ,pk,p�}
on its four boundaries, respectively, and the south boundary making an angleθ is
a MER. We rotate the rectangle in both clockwise and anti-clockwise directions keeping
{pi,pj ,pk,p�} on its four boundaries until two points appear on any of the boundaries
of the rectangle. Let at those instances, the south boundary of the rectangle makes an
angleφ and ψ with the x-axis. Thus, if we rotate the rectangle beyond the angleφ

(respectivelyψ) in clockwise (respectively anti-clockwise) direction, the rectangle will not
remain empty. We define the closed interval[φ,ψ] as themaximal intervalwith respect to
{pi,pj ,pk,p�}.

Lemma 3. For a given quadruple of four points{pi,pj ,pk,p�} forming an empty convex
quadrilateral, the number of maximal intervals attached with this quadruple may be
greater than or equal to0.

Proof (by construction). In Fig. 2(a), an example is shown where a quadruple of four
points is attached with no maximal interval. In order to show that a quadruple of four
points is attached with more than one maximal intervals, let us consider Fig. 2(d).
Here, a rectangle (marked asR1) is shown withpi,pj ,pk,p� on its four boundaries,
respectively, and its south boundary makes an angleφ1 with the positive direction of the
x-axis. Note that, its west side also touches another pointp′. So, the rectangle defined
by {pi,pj ,pk,p�} is empty if its south boundary makes an angle greater thanφ1 with
the x-axis. Now, we start rotating the rectangle until its north boundary touches a new
point p∗. It is marked asR2 in the same figure; its south boundary makes an angleψ1

with thex-axis. If it is further rotated, it will not remain empty (i.e., will containp∗). Thus
[φ1,ψ1] is a maximum interval with respect to{pi,pj ,pk,p�}. We continue rotating, and
at some time its west boundary will touchp∗ (see the rectangle marked asR3). If we rotate
the rectangle further, it will start to form empty rectangles. Thus it starts creating another
maximal interval. ✷
Definition 2. Consider a set of four points{pi,pj ,pk,p�} and a maximal interval[φ,ψ]
with respect to this set of four points. Aprime MER(PMER) is a MER whose area
is maximum among the set of MERs whose four boundaries are defined bypi,pj ,pk

and p�, respectively, and whose south boundary makes an angleθ with the positive
direction of x-axis, whereθ ∈ [φ,ψ]. We shall refer this PMER using the six tuple
{pi,pj ,pk,p�,φ,ψ}.
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Note. Given a set of four points{pi,pj ,pk , p�} and a maximal interval[φ,ψ],
the corresponding PMER{pi,pj ,pk,p�,φ,ψ} can be obtained inO(1) time (see
Appendix A).

In [4], it is shown that the number of empty convex quadrilateralγ4(P ) in a 2D plane
containingn points isΩ(n2). But we do not have any knowledge about the worst-case
upper bound ofγ4(P ). Again, each convex quadrilateral may not always produce a PMER,
and some times it may produce more than one PMER (see Lemma 3). So,γ4(P ) does
not give any estimate on the number of PMERs. In the following section, we obtain the
worst-case number of PMERs.

2.1. Combinatorial bounds on the number of PMERs

Consider a pair of pointspi,pk ∈ P . Let Li andLk be a pair of parallel lines passing
throughpi andpk , respectively. In order to give an estimate of the worst-case number of
PMERs present in the plane, we shall discuss a scheme of generating all possible PMERs
with pi andpk at their north and south boundaries, respectively, by rotatingLi andLk

aroundpi andpk , respectively, in anti-clockwise direction, and both at same speed. From
now onwards, we shall refer the region bounded byLi andLk ascorridorik . The rotation
of Li andLk , as mentioned above, will be referred as rotation ofcorridorik .

Observation 1. The initial orientation of corridorik , and the schedule of its rotation is
decided as follows:

• If x(pi) > x(pk) andy(pi) > y(pk), then initially corridorik is taken to be horizontal.
Its rotation continues until it coincides with the line joiningpi andpk .

• If x(pi) < x(pk) andy(pi) > y(pk), then initially corridorik is taken to be horizontal.
Its rotation continues until it becomes vertical.

• If x(pi) < x(pk) andy(pi) < y(pk), then initially corridorik is the line joiningpi and
pk (i.e., a corridor of width zero). The rotation continues until it becomes vertical.

• If x(pi) > x(pk) and y(pi) < y(pk), then no MER withLi andLk at its north and
south boundaries, respectively, is possible.

At each position ofLi andLk , we draw a rectangle whose two parallel sides are aligned
with Li andLk , respectively, and its diagonal is the line segmentpipk . This rectangle is
defined as thecore rectangle insidecorridorik . Now, if thecore is non-empty, no MER is
possible withLi andLk in their present orientation; otherwise a unique MER is possible
with its north and south boundaries defined byLi andLk , respectively.

We now describe a scheme of generating PMERs by rotating the corridor defined bypi

andpk . As an initial step, if thecore is non-empty, we rotate the corridor until it becomes
empty. Let the angle ofLi andLk with thex-axis beφ, and the points bounding the west
and east sides of the MER bepj andp�, respectively. We rotatecorridorik until any of the
following situations happen. In Fig. 3, the dotted lines (respectively solid lines) indicateLi

andLk before (respectively after) the rotation.
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Fig. 3. Rotation ofcorridorik and generation of PMER.

(a) A new point appears in thecore(see Fig. 3(a)).
(b) A new pointp′

j appears insidecorridorik , and it bounds the west side of a new MER
(see Fig. 3(b)), which in turn, will generate another PMER.

(c) The pointpj (which bounds the west side of the current set of MERs) leavescorridorik
(see Fig. 3(c)). Here a new MER emerges. Its west boundary is defined by a pointp′

j

( �= pj ) inside the corridor.
(d) The set of points insidecorridorik remains same, but a new MER emerges with its west

boundary defined by a different pointp′
j ( �= pj ) inside the corridor (see Fig. 3(d)).

(e) A new pointp′
� appears insidecorridorik , and it bounds the east side of a new MER

as in case (b).
(f) The pointp� (which bounds the east side of the current set of MERs) leavescorridorik .

Here a new MER emerges. Its east boundary is defined by a pointp′
� ( �= p�) inside the

corridor.
(g) The set of points insidecorridorik remains same, but a new MER emerges with its east

boundary defined by a different pointp′
� ( �= p�) inside the corridor.

If, after this rotation, the angle ofLi (Lk) with thex-axis isψ , we report PMER(pi,pj ,pk,

p�,φ,ψ). In case (a), we continue the rotation ofLi andLk until core becomes empty
(similar to the initial step). In all other cases, we continue rotatingLi andLk with an aim
to generate another PMER; here the angleψ plays the role ofφ for the next PMER. The
process terminates according to Observation 1.

Let mb
ik , mc

ik, m
d
ik , me

ik , mf

ik , andmg

ik be the number of PMERs which have generated
due to cases (b)–(g), respectively, during the rotation ofcorridorik . Now, considering all
pairs of pointspi andpk (i �= k), we have the following lemma.

Lemma 4. (a)
∑

i

∑
k �=i (m

b
ik +mc

ik +me
ik +m

f
ik) =O(n3).

(b)
∑

i

∑
k �=i (m

d
ik +m

g
ik)=O(n3).

Proof. Part (a) follows from the fact that, during rotation of thecorridorik , a point enters
and/or leaves the corridor only once.

In order to prove part (b), we need to consider cases (d) and (g). In case (d) no new
point enters or leavescorridorik during rotation, but the point defining the west boundary
of a PMER changes frompj to p′

j . Note that, the instant of time when such an event is
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Fig. 4. Proof of Lemma 2(b).

noticed, bothpj to p′
j appeared on the west boundary of a MER. A similar event (i.e., two

pointsp� andp′
� appear on the east boundary of a MER) is observed when case (g) occurs.

We consider all pairs of points(pi,pk) ∈ P defining the north and south boundaries of
the PMERs, and observe the set of PMERs whose west (respectively east) boundary passes
through a pair of points (inP ). The number of MERs having two distinct points ofP on
one specific boundary (of those MERs) isO(n) in the worst case. In Fig. 4, a set of MERs
is shown with two distinct pointsp andq (∈ P ) on their east boundary. This amortized
analysis shows that the number of times cases (d) and (g) arises during the whole process
of generating the PMERs (i.e., considering all pairs of points) may beO(n3) in the worst
case. ✷

We demonstrate an instance with a total ofn3/27 PMERs. Consider three subsets ofP ,
namelyA, B andC, each containingn/3 points. The distribution of points in each set is as

Fig. 5. Justification of the worst-case lower bound on the number of PMERs.
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shown in Fig. 5. For each pair of points, one from setB and the other from setC, we may
form n/3 PMERs with the points inA, as shown in Fig. 5.

Hence we have the following theorem stating the worst-case number of PMERs.

Theorem 1. The number of PMERs among a set ofn points in the plane isΩ(n3) in the
worst case.

3. Identification of PMERs

In this section, we explain the recognition of all PMERs using a very simple algorithmic
technique, calledgrid rotation. Initially, we drawn horizontal lines andn vertical lines
through all the members inP . The resulting diagram is agrid, but the separation among
each pair of horizontal (vertical) lines is not same. For a given point setP , the initial grid
diagram is shown in Fig. 6(a). During execution of the algorithm these lines will be rotated,
and will no longer remain horizontal/vertical. We shall refer the lines which are initially
horizontal, asred lines; the lines which are initially vertical, will be referred asblue lines.
At any instant of time during the execution of algorithm, the angleθ made by each of the
red lines with thex-axis, will be referred as thegrid angle(see Fig. 6(b)).

As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1, at a particular grid angle, sayθ , if a set of
four points {pi,pj ,pk,p�} defines a MER, it will remain valid for some time during
the grid rotation, say for an interval[θ,φ] of the grid angle. The corresponding entry
{pi,pj ,pk,p�, θ,∗} is created at grid angleθ . We compute the PMER when the grid angle
becomes equal toφ.

Consider the set of MERs which areembeddedin the grid, i.e., the set of MERs whose
sides are incident to the grid lines. We maintain these MERs in a data structure, calledgrid
diagram.

3.1. Data structure

The grid diagram can be maintained using ann× n matrix, wheren= |P |. We use two
such matrices, calledM andN during the execution of the algorithm. At any instant of
time, each of these matrices stores the set of MERs present on the plane at that particular
grid angle. During the grid rotation, when a pair of adjacent red (respectively blue) lines

Fig. 6. Demonstration of grid rotation technique using grid diagram.
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swap, we use matrixM (respectivelyN ) to recognize the set of existing MERs that
vanishes and the set of MERs that newly emerges.

We sort the points inP in increasing order of theirx- andy-coordinates, respectively.
Let Px = {p′

1,p
′
2, . . . , p

′
n} andPy = {p′′

1,p
′′
2, . . . , p

′′
n} denote the same set of pointsP

ordered with respect to theirx- andy-coordinates, respectively. Each row (respectively
column) of the matrixM corresponds to an entry inPy (respectivelyPx ). Similarly, each
row (respectively column) of the matrixN corresponds to an entry inPx (respectivelyPy ).
For all pointsp ∈ P , if p = p′

k andp = p′′
j thenM(j, k) andN (k, j) are set with the

value 1. The other entries inM andN are initialized to 0.
We now explain the method of representing theembeddedMERs in the matrixM. The

same method will be followed to represent the MERs in the matrixN . As each MER will
be present in both the matrices, a pointer, calledself_indicatorattached to each MER in
M points to its own presence inN , and vice versa.

Consider the MER in the grid as shown in Fig. 6(a). It is defined by the points
{b, a, g, d} ∈ P at its north, west, south and east sides, respectively. Letb = p′

αn
= p′′

βn
.

In other words, the pointb corresponds to theαnth column and theβnth row of the
matrix M. Similarly, the column (row) indices corresponding toa, g andd areαw , αs
andαe (βw, βs , andβe), respectively. Since the objective of our algorithm is to find the
largest MER which is bounded by the points ofP in its four sides, we store only those
MERs in the matrixM which are bounded by a pair of points (inP ) at its north and
south boundaries. Each of these MERs is attached with a pair of points which appear on
its east and west boundaries, respectively. If such a MER is unbounded to either east or
west or both, the corresponding attached point is set to NULL. The reason for storing
such an unbounded MER is that, it may eventually be bounded during the rotation. The
matrix N stores the set of MERs whose each member is bounded by a pair of points
(in P ) at its east and west boundaries; the points in the pair attached to each of these
MERs appear on its north and south boundaries, respectively. The MER{b, a, g, d}, shown
in Fig. 6(a), is represented by the point-pair(b, g) (appearing on its north and south
boundaries, respectively) in the matrixM; and it is stored in the(βs,αn)-th entry of
matrix M. The same MER is represented by the point-pair(a, d) (appearing on its east
and west boundaries, respectively) in the matrixN ; and is stored in the(αw,βe)-th entry
of the matrixN .

Note that, a MER unbounded in either or both of east and west, is stored in matrixM,
but is not stored in matrixN . Similarly, a MER unbounded in either or both of north and
south, is stored in matrixN , but is not stored in matrixM.

Observation 2. (i) Given a fixed grid angle, and a pair of pointspi andpk , if there exists
a MER whose north and south boundaries containpi andpk , respectively, then the points
appearing on its east and west boundaries are unique.

(ii) Given a fixed grid angle, and a pair of pointspj andp�, if there exists a MER whose
west and east boundaries containpj andp�, respectively, then the points appearing on its
north and south boundaries are unique.

The matrixM is initialized with the set of all axis-parallel MERs which are present at
the grid angle equal to 0. These are obtained by invoking the algorithm presented in [10],
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and it requiresO(R+ n logn) time, whereR is the total number of MERs present at that
particular grid angle with sides parallel to the coordinate axes.

Note that, for a particular grid angle, the matrixM is such that

(i) exactly one entry in each row has value 1 and exactly one entry in each column has
value 1;

(ii) exactlyR entries have value 2;
(iii) all the entries having value 2 in a rowi correspond to the set of MERs with pointp′′

i

at their south boundaries;
(iv) all the entries having value 2 in a column, sayj , correspond to the set of MERs with

pointp′
j at their north boundaries;

(v) among the non-zero entries in each column, the value 1 appears at the maximum row-
index position.

See Fig. 7 for a clear understanding about the matrixM at a particular grid angle. Similar
properties hold for the matrixN also.

Fig. 7. Sparse matrix representation of matrixM.
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Lemma 5 [7]. At any particular orientation of the grid, the worst- and expected-case
number of MERs areO(n2) andO(n logn), respectively.

Thus, we can reduce the space complexity of storing the MERs in the matricesM and
N by using a suitable linked list representation of sparse matrices [6]. Here, the 0-valued
entries in a matrix are absent. During rotation of the grid diagram, the indices of a pair
of adjacent rows/columns may be interchanged. The corresponding changes in the matrix
entries can be done very easily in our sparse matrix representation.

We use three linear arraysP , Px , andPy , whereP contains the set of points with respect
to their input order. At any instant of time,Px (respectivelyPy ) contains the members of
P in bottom to top (respectively left to right) order with respect to their corresponding
blue and red lines. Initially, when the lines in the two sets are parallel to they- andx-
axis, respectively, the blue lines are ordered from left to right and the red lines are ordered
from top to bottom. It is already mentioned that, each element ofPx (respectivelyPy )
corresponds to a column (respectively row) of the matrixM. Below we explain the linked
list representation of matrixM. The matrixN is represented in the same manner.

Sparse matrix representation of M. Each (non-zero) element ofM consists of the
following fields.

(i) A value field containing 1 or 2 depending on whether the corresponding entry
represents a point inP , or a MER.

(ii) Two pointersP1 andP2. They indicate two different points in the arrayP which
define the red and blue lines (i.e., the row and column) corresponding to that grid
point. If the value field of this entry contains 1, thenP1 andP2 point to the same
member ofP . If it contains 2, then the points indicated byP1 andP2 appear at the
south and north boundaries of the corresponding MER.

(iii) Two more pointersP3 andP4. They indicate two different points inP which appear
on the east and west boundaries of the MER represented by that element. Again, if
the MER represented by an element is unbounded at either east or west or both, the
corresponding pointer(s) is (are) set to NULL.

(iv) The grid angleθ where this MER is generated (i.e., inserted in the matrixM) during
the grid rotation.

(v) Two pairs of pointers (Q1
r andQ2

r ) and (Q1
c andQ2

c ). They establish bidirectional
links among the neighbors of a matrix element appearing in the same row and in the
same column, respectively, as described below.

The (non-zero) matrix elements appearing in a row are connected in a doubly linked list
using theirQ1

r andQ2
r pointers.

It is already mentioned that the 1 entry in a column, sayj , appears at the maximum
row-indexed position. The other non-zero members in that column represent the MERs
with pointp′′

j at their north boundary. These elements are stored in two doubly linked lists

using the pointersQ1
c andQ2

c as follows:
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• left_list: the elements such that the MER corresponding to each of them has point on
its south boundary to the left of columnj in the current orientation of grid diagram,
and

• right_list: the elements such that the MER corresponding to each of them has point on
its south boundaries to the right of columnj in the current orientation of grid diagram.

• Q1
c and Q2

c attached to the element containing ‘1’ in a column, indicate the first
element ofleft_list andright_list, respectively, in that column.

As mentioned earlier, each element of both the matricesM andN is attached with another
pointer field, calledself_indicator. This is used to point its own occurrence in the other
matrix, if it is present there.

The sparse matrix data structure (M) for storing the MERs at a particular grid angle
is shown in Fig. 7. It needs to mention that, theleft_list and right_list attached to each
column are easily understood from the figure.

Each element ofPx andPy stores the address of the corresponding element in the
arrayP . Apart from that, each entry ofPx and Py is attached with two sets of three
pointers(MQ1,MQ2,MQ3) and(NQ1,NQ2,NQ3). MQ1 pointer of an element inPx

(Py ) points to the 1 entry in the column (row) of the matrixM corresponding to that point.
TheMQ2 andMQ3 pointers of an entry inPy (representing a row ofM), point to the
address of the left-most and right-most elements in that row. TheMQ2 andMQ3 pointers
of an entry inPx (representing a column ofM), point to the last elements in both the
left_list andright_list, respectively. In Fig. 7(b),MQ1 pointers of each element inPx and
Py are shown using dotted lines, but in order to avoid the clumsiness, theMQ2 andMQ3

pointers are not shown. TheNQ1, NQ2, andNQ3 pointers are set to point the relevant
elements in matrixN in a similar manner.

3.2. Grid rotation

In this subsection, we demonstrate how the grid diagram changes due to the rotation
of the grid. During grid rotation a pair of mutually perpendicular lines, passing through
each point, are rotated gradually in anti-clockwise direction, and all at the same speed. Let
us imagine the MERsembeddedin the grid to be rotating with the rotation of the grid as
shown in Fig. 2(b). As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1, for a very small rotation of
the grid, although the rectangles change in size, their boundary points nevertheless remain
same. However, when a pair of adjacent (red/blue) grid lines swap, some rectangles might
degenerate, some rectangles might be formed anew, while some may have its bounding
vertices changed. These instants are referred asevent points. At each event point we need
to do the following:

• Update the data structure to account for the new set of MERs.
• The rectangles (defined by a specified set of points) which were present in the data

structure as MERs prior to the current rotation, and remain MER after the rotation
also, do not need any computation.
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• For the MERs (defined by a specified set of points) which were present in the data
structure, but will not remain present from now onwards, we may need to compute the
PMERs as described in Appendix A.

If we gradually rotate the grid by an angleπ/2, we can enumerate all the PMERs that exist
in the plane. Our aim is to find the one having maximum area.

3.2.1. Selection of event points
To perform the grid rotation, so thatM andN are updated properly at each relevant

time instant, we need to know the order in which a pair of grid lines of same color swaps.
This requires a sorting of the absolute gradients of the lines obtained by joining each pair
of points. During grid rotation, we need to stopO(n2) times when either thered linesor
the blue linesbecome parallel to any one of those lines. We consider two different sets
containing all the lines having positive and negative slopes, respectively. The lines in the
first (second) set are sorted in increasing order of the angleθ with thex-axis (y-axis) in
anti-clockwise direction. Finally, these two sets are merged to get the ordered set of event
points. This needsO(n2) space for storing the angles of all the lines, andO(n2 logn)
time for the sorting. But note that, we do not need to store the gradient of all the lines
permanently; rather we are satisfied if we get the event points (the angles) in proper order
during grid rotation. Below, we describe a method which can generate the event points
usingO(n) space.

3.2.1.1. A better approach.Let P ∗ = {p∗
1,p

∗
2, . . . , p

∗
n} be the set of dual lines corre-

sponding to the points inP . Consider a lineLαβ : y = mαβx + cαβ in the primal plane,
obtained by joining two pointspα andpβ . In the dual plane, it corresponds to the point
π = (mαβ, cαβ), which is the point of intersection of the linesp∗

α andp∗
β . Thus in order to

get the linesLαβ (with mαβ > 0) in increasing order of their gradients, we need to sweep
a vertical lineL from x = 0 towards right in the dual plane and to report the intersection
points among the members ofP ∗ in increasing order of their abscissa. Similarly, the lines
Lαβ (with mαβ < 0) are also generated in increasing order of their gradients, by sweeping
a vertical lineL′ from left to right (starting fromX = −∞) in the dual plane and reporting
the intersection points among the members ofP ∗ in order of their appearance. The sweeps
of L andL′ are done concurrently. We need to maintain two heaps to obtain the two event
pointsm (> 0) andm′ (< 0) (the next point of intersection) to be faced byL andL′,
respectively. Now,

• If m< |m′|, then the grid is rotated such that its red lines form an angle tan−1m with
thex-axis of the coordinate system.

• Otherwise, ifm > |m′|, then we rotate the grid such that its blue lines form an angle
(tan−1m′ − π/2) with they-axis of the coordinate system.

The selection of each event point needsO(logn) time, and the space required for storing
the heaps isO(n).
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Fig. 8. Empty region—observed while swapping rowsi andi + 1.

3.2.2. Some important properties of grid rotation
Next, we come to the most crucial part of determining the generation of a new set of

MERs and consequently updatingM as a pair of grid lines of the same color swap. We
need to consider two distinct cases which are caused by the swap of (i) two red lines, and
(ii) two blue lines.

We first consider the case when a pair of adjacent rows inM, say i and i + 1, get
swapped due to the swap of a pair of red lines. Let the points attached to these two rows
bepα (= p′′

i ) andpβ (= p′′
i+1), respectively. After the swap of these two rows in the grid

diagram,pβ andpα will correspond to rowsi andi + 1, respectively. In Fig. 8, the shaded
area indicates the region where no point can appear as the line joining the pair of pointspα

andpβ has the least gradient among the lines with the unprocessed pairs of points.

Lemma 6. While processing an event point corresponding to the lineLαβ joining a pair of
points(pα,pβ), pα to the left ofpβ ,

(i) if the gradient of the lineLαβ is positive then
(a) the MERs whose north or south boundaries contain neitherpα norpβ , will not be

changed with respect to their definition;
(b) the MERs whose south bounding point ispα , butpβ does not appear on any of its

sides, and MERs whose north bounding point ispβ , butpα does not appear on
any of its sides, will not be changed with respect to their definition.

(ii) if the gradient of the lineLαβ is negative then
(a) the MERs whose east or west boundaries contain neitherpα nor pβ , will not be

changed with respect to their definition;
(b) the MERs whose west bounding point ispα , butpβ does not appear on any of its

sides, and MERs whose east bounding point ispβ , butpα does not appear on any
of its sides, will not be changed with respect to their definition.

In view of this lemma, we state the following exhaustive set of MERs which may emerge
or vanish due to the swap of a pair of rows corresponding to a pair of pointspα andpβ

(wherepα is to the left ofpβ ). A similar set of situations may also arise when a pair of
columns swap; we will not mention them explicitly.

All the MERs that vanish due to the swap of two red lines corresponding topα andpβ

can be classified into one of the following classes.

A: a MER withpα andpβ on its south and north boundaries, respectively;
B: a set of MERs withpα andpβ on their south and east boundaries, respectively;
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C: a set of MERs withpβ on their south boundary;
D: a set of MERs withpα andpβ on their west and north boundaries, respectively;
E: a set of MERs withpα on their north boundary.

The sets of MERs that are generated due to the swap of two red lines corresponding topα

andpβ can be classified into one of the following classes.

A′: a MER withpα andpβ on its north and south boundaries, respectively;
B ′: a set of MERs withpβ andpα on their south and west boundaries, respectively;
C′: a set of MERs withpα on their south boundary. The other boundaries will be newly

defined;
D′: a set of MERs withpα andpβ on north and east boundaries, respectively;
E′: a set of MERs withpβ on their north boundary. The other boundaries will be newly

defined.

Note that, the MER in setA modifies into the MER in setA′.
All the MERs in setB collapse to form members in setC′; in addition, some new MERs

may be generated as members in setC′, which can be derived by observing few specific
members in the setB. Similarly, the members in setC that collapse, result in members
of setB ′ if at all they remain, and conversely every member in setB ′ results from some
member in setC. To be a bit more explicit about the setC of collapsing MERs, ones
having their north bounding point to the right ofpα only would still exist and degenerate
into members of the setB ′. Rest are all destroyed.

Again, the MERs in setD degenerate into MERs in setE′; in addition, some new
members in the setE′ may also be generated which can be derived by observing few
specific members in setD. Similarly, the members in setE that collapse, result in members
in setD′ if at all they remain, and every member inD′ is derived from some member in
setE. These observations will guide our actions due to a row swap.

We now highlight the necessary actions when a pair of red lines corresponding topα

andpβ swap; we also indicate how the creation and deletion of all the MERs are taken
care of.

3.3. Updating the grid diagram

Suppose that the line joining(pα,pβ) is under process. It is having the smallest absolute
gradient among the set of unprocessed lines, and its gradient is positive. We now study the
effect of rotating the grid so that all red lines become parallel to the line joining(pα,pβ).
Let i and i + 1 be the rows inM corresponding to the pointspα andpβ before the
rotation; the columns corresponding topα andpβ be k and�, respectively. Without loss
of generality, assume thatpα is to the left ofpβ , i.e.,k < �. After the rotation,pα andpβ

will correspond to rowsi + 1 andi, respectively. But at this stage we like to mention that,
the swapping of rows will be done at the end of all other updates onM which have caused
due to the swap of rowsi andi + 1.

During grid rotation, when a new MER emerges it is entered inM, and when an
existing MER vanishes, the corresponding PMER is evaluated using the method described
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in Appendix A, and the corresponding entry is removed fromM. Appropriate updates in
the matrixN are also to be done. From Lemma 6 and succeeding discussions, we have the
following results.

Lemma 7. (a) All the MERs which disappear after processing the line joiningpα andpβ

(i.e., due to the swap of two rows corresponding topα andpβ ) are present in either of the
two rowsi andi + 1, and either of the two columnsk and�.

(b) Similarly, all the MERs that newly emerge after processing the line joiningpα

andpβ , will also be inserted in either of the two rowsi and i + 1 and in either of the
two columnsk and�.

Below we state the five major steps of processing the line segment(pα,pβ) with
positive gradient. Note that, we do not explicitly create two sets, one for the vanishing
MERs (from which PMERs need to be reported), and the other one for the newly emerging
MERs (to be inserted in the data structure). The appropriate actions are taken as and when
these MERs are encountered.

Step A. The only MER in the setA is the one withpα andpβ at its south and north
boundaries, respectively, before the swap; it is unbounded at its east and west sides. After
the rotation, this MER will not exist further. So,M(i, �) is to be deleted. But a new
MER emerges withpβ andpα at its south and north boundaries, respectively, which is
unbounded in both east and west. This is the only MER in setA′. So,M(i + 1, k) is set
to 2 (as the rowsi andi +1 are not yet swapped). Note that, before the deletion ofM(i, �),
it was the first entry in theleft list of �th column. So, in the�th column, it is easily reachable
in O(1) time. Similarly, after the rotation,M(i+1, k) will be the first entry in theright_list
of kth column. So, in thekth column, it can also be added inO(1) time. Since this MER is
unbounded in east and west sides, theP3 andP4 pointers attached to it, are set to NULL.
No update is necessary inN , since the entry corresponding toM(i, �) was not present in
N as it is unbounded in east and west sides, andM(i + 1, k) will not be stored inN due
to the same reason.

Step B. The setB of MER(s) with pα and pβ on their south and east boundaries,
respectively, before the swap (see Fig. 9(a)), will eventually collapse. So, for each of them
the corresponding PMER needs to be computed. This set of MERs are obtained inM as
follows:

B.1 Scan theith row (corresponding topα) from its left end until:
(i) a rectangle is reached whose east side is not bounded bypβ , or
(ii) the cellM(i, k) (= 1) is reached.
Each of these entries, excepting the last one, represents a MER in setB.

B.2 Scan theith row from its right end. The first (non-zero) entry corresponds to the MER
in the setA. The second element, if it is not equal to 1 (i.e., the pointpα itself), it
corresponds to a MER in setB. In Fig. 9(a), such an entry appears in the column
corresponding to the pointpγ .
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Fig. 9. Illustration of Step B: (a) before rotation, and (b) after rotation.

Thus, location of all elements in setB can be done inO(|B|) time. As mentioned earlier,
all the members in setB will contribute a member in the new set of MERsC′. In Step B.3,
we explain the necessary modifications that need to be done (in the matrixM) to convert
the members in setB to the members in setC′, as and when they are encountered. In
addition, few more new MERs may appear withpα at its south boundary after the present
grid rotation. In Step B.4, we explain their addition in the matrixM (as members ofC′).
The required changes in matrixN are done in Steps B.5 and B.6.

B.3 Note that, in the(i + 1)-th row of the matrixM, there exists a MERR with pγ and
pβ at its north and south boundaries, respectively, before the rotation. In Fig. 9(a),
R is shown using dotted boundary. Ifpµ bounds the east side ofR then after the
rotationpµ will bound the east side of all the members inC′ (see the changed MERs in
Fig. 9(b)). In order to obtainR, one needs to scan the(i + 1)-th row of the matrixM.
Thus,pµ can be obtained inO(n) time, and all the MERs inC′ that are contributed
by the elements ofB, are generated inO(|B|) time.

B.4 In addition, few new MERs are generated withpα at its south boundary. Letpµ

corresponds to the columnm prior to the present grid rotation. We scan the(i + 1)-th
row (corresponding topβ ) of the matrixM from themth column towards right, and
generate this new set of MERs as follows:

Let R′ = M(i + 1,m) denote a MER withpµ and pβ at its north and south
boundaries, respectively (see Fig. 9(a)). After the rotation, a new MERR∗ will
be generated withpµ andpα at its north and south boundaries, respectively (see
Fig. 9(b)). The east side ofR∗ may be unbounded or bounded by a point (saypθ )
depending on whetherR′ is unbounded or bounded (by the pointpθ ) to its east
side. The west side ofR∗ is either unbounded or is bounded by the point same as
that of its preceding entry inC′; this can be settled by observing the rightmost entry
in C′. Finally, it is added as the rightmost element in the list attached to theith row
of M; its position in the column ofpµ is just before the element corresponding to
the MERR′.
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This process of generating new MER is continued by scanning towards the right of
the (i + 1)-th row until a newly generated MER is obtained which is unbounded to
its east side. The total time required in this step isO(n + |C′\B|). Here, theO(n)

extra time is required for identifying the MER in the(i + 1)-th row which haspµ at
its north boundary.

B.5 The MERs in setB which are bounded in both sides, are reached inN using
self_indicatorattached to them. The row index of each MER inC′, generated in
Step B.3, will remain same as that of the corresponding member in setB; its column
index will be changed from� (corresponding topβ ) to m (corresponding topµ) after
rotation. So, theQ1

c andQ2
c pointers need to be adjusted to delete this set of MERs

from the�th column, and to add them in themth column. Deletion of an entry from
a column can easily be done inO(1) time. Regarding the insertion, the members in
C′ are closer to the ‘1’ entry in theleft_list of pµ than its existing elements. So, they
can be added in theleft_list of the ‘1’ entry in themth column in the reverse order of
their generation inO(|B|) time.

B.6 The MERs generated in Step B.4 are considered for insertion in the matrixN in the
reverse order of their generation. If a MER is unbounded in either or both sides, is not
inserted inN . Otherwise, letpθ andpν bounds the east and west sides of a MER, say
R∗. As,R∗ is closest to the ‘1’ entry in the row (respectively column) corresponding
to pν (respectivelypθ ) in N , it can be inserted:
(i) in the left or the right side of the ‘1’ entry in the row corresponding topν , and
(ii) as the first element of eitherleft_list or right_list of the ‘1’ entry in the column

corresponding topθ .
Thus, anO(1) time is spent for each MER consider in this step.

Note that, if there exists any MER withpα at its south boundary butpβ not appearing in
any of its sides, it remains unchanged in the data structure during the execution of Step B.

Step C. Next we consider the set of MERs C, each having south boundary containingpβ ,
butpα does not appear on any of its boundaries. Due to the rotation, some of them will be
truncated bypα at their west side. The corresponding PMERs are reported and the matrix
entries are updated to generate a new set of MERs, referred to asB ′. In Fig. 10(a), the
possible cases prior to the rotation are shown; the necessary changes after the rotation are
demonstrated in Fig. 10(b).

C.1 The entries in rowi + 1 (corresponding topβ ) are considered from extreme right one
by one. If the west boundary of such a MER is observed to be to the left ofpα , it
will no longer exist after the rotation (in Fig. 10(a), see the MER withpµ at its north
boundary); so the corresponding PMER is reported. Note that, here a new MER is
generated (as a member in setB ′) (see Fig. 10(b)) from the old one by truncating its
west side atpα ; the necessary change in the matrixM is done immediately. The scan
continues until a MER is encountered whose west boundary is to the right ofpα , or
the cellM(i + 1, �) (= 1) is reached.

C.2 Next, we check the entries of rowi +1 from extreme left. All the MERs which appear
to the left ofM(i + 1, k), i.e., whose north boundaries are defined by points to the
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Fig. 10. Illustration of Step C: (a) before rotation and (b) after rotation.

left of pα , will not remain valid after the current rotation (in Fig. 10(a), see the MER
with pτ at its north boundary). These entries are deleted from the data structure after
reporting the corresponding PMERs.

C.3 The search continues along that row past thekth column, to detect the MERs having
their west bounding point to the left ofpα . This set of MERs will be truncated bypα

to the west (in Fig. 10(a), see the MER withpγ at its north boundary) to contribute
to the setB ′. But prior to the updating of these entries in the data structure, the
corresponding PMERs need to be reported. We stop when a MER is encountered
whose west boundary is defined by a point to the right ofpα (in Fig. 10(a), see the
MER with pφ at the north boundary), or the cellM(i + 1, �) (= 1) is reached. Thus
O(|C|) time is needed to report all the PMERs corresponding to the members in setC,
andO(|B ′|) time is needed to generate all the MERs in the setB ′.

C.4 The elements in setC are reached usingself_indicatorand are deleted fromN . The
members inB ′ are added in thekth row of the matrixN . These newly added entries
are closer to the ‘1’ entry in thekth row than all the existing entries in that row.
So, they can be added in order of their generation, and in time proportional to their
number. The position of these entries in their respective columns will remain same.

Step D. This step is similar to Step B. Here, the set of MERsD havingpα andpβ at their
west and north boundaries, respectively, are reached in the matrixM as follows:

D.1 Traverse theright_list of pβ from its beginning until a MER is obtained which is
not bounded bypα at its west side. All these MERs excepting the last one, are the
members of the setD. After the current grid rotation, this set of MERs will no longer
be bounded bypα at their west boundaries.

D.2 In addition, the MER corresponding to the second element of theleft_list of pβ (if it
exists) is also bounded bypα at its west side (as in Step B.2). It is also a member of
setD since it will no longer exist after the rotation.
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For all these members inD, the corresponding PMERs are reported inO(|D|) time.

D.3 The updated set of MERsE′ are obtained by changing the west boundary of each
element inD by following the method similar to Step B.3 as described below.

Consider a MERR in the setD. Let its south and east sides are bounded bypθ

andpη, respectively (see Fig. 11). After rotation, it will not be bounded at the west
by pα . But observe that before the rotation, there exists another MER bounded
by pα on the north andpθ on the south, and it would also havepη on its east
boundary (in Fig. 11, it is marked asR′). If this MER is bounded bypδ in the
west, then surely the MERR we started with, will havepδ on its west boundary
after the rotation.

The pointpδ is obtained by checking the MERs present in theright_list of M(i, k)

(= 1, which corresponds to the pointpα); and it needsO(n) time in the worst case.
After the rotation, each element ofE′ will be bounded at its west by the pointpδ .

D.4 Surely, a new set of MERs will be generated with north side bounded bypβ . For
example, see the MER in Fig. 11 whose north and south sides are bounded bypβ

andpδ , respectively. Its west and east bounding points are obtained by scanning the
left_list and right_list of pα . All such MERs are obtained in a manner similar to
Step B.4, and inO(n+ |E′\D|) time.

D.5 Each element in setD can be reached in the matrixN using theself_indicator
attached to it, and can be deleted inO(1) time. All the MERs in setE′ are added
in the row corresponding topδ of the matrixN . The MERs generated in Step D.3
(i.e., corresponding to the members inD) are closer to the ‘1’ entry in its row (ofN )
than the existing elements in that row. The position of these entries in their respective
columns are obtained as follows:

Consider a memberR in E′ with pη and pδ at its east and west boundaries,
respectively, which will be added in the column corresponding to the pointpη.
Note that,pα is abovepη both before and after the rotation. Ifpδ is also abovepη

then the position ofR in theleft_list of pη is same as that of the MER withpη and

Fig. 11. Illustration of Step D.
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pα at east and west boundary (as a member ofD). Otherwise, it will be added as
the first element in theright_list of pη.

Thus, each of these MERs can be added in the respective row and column ofN in
O(1) time.

Step E. Some of the MERs in setE (i.e., withpα on their north boundaries), might loose
emptiness (aspβ will enter inside those MERs) due to the current rotation. These will
either be truncated on the east side bypβ , or simply be destroyed. The new set of MERs
D′ is obtained using the following procedure which is similar to Step C.

E.1 As in Step C.1, we traverse theleft-list andright-list of the elementM(i, k) (the ‘1’
entry corresponding topα) separately each from its beginning until:
(i) a MER is encountered whose east side is bounded by a point to the left ofpβ , or

(ii) end of the list is reached.
E.2 For each of these MERs, if the point appearing on its south boundary is to the right

of pβ , it will no longer exist, and will be deleted from the data structure after reporting
the PMER.

E.3 Otherwise, ifpβ is to the left of the point bounding the east side of that MER, then the
corresponding MER in the setD′ is obtained by truncating its east side at the pointpβ .
So, necessary updates are made in the matricesM after reporting the PMER. The
search continues further downwards in the list to detect MERs having point on their
south boundary to the left ofpβ .

E.4 The insertion of these MERs inN are done as in Step C.4.

Thus Step E can be completed inO(|E| + |D′|) time.

Step F. After the computation of the PMERs, and the necessary updates inM andN , the
final step of our algorithm is swapping of rowsi andi + 1 in the matrixM. Surely, this
implies the swapping of columni andi + 1 in the matrixN also. It can be shown that this
task can be completed inO(n) time executing the following substeps.

F.1 p′′
i (= pα) andp′′

i+1 (= pβ) are swapped in the arrayPy .
F.2 The row-id ofpα andpβ in matrixM are set toi + 1 andi, respectively.
F.3 The lists attached top′′

i andp′′
i+1 in matrixM are swapped. In other words, we traverse

row i and i + 1 simultaneously. If at a particular column, bothith and (i + 1)-th
row has non-zero entries, theirQ1

c andQ2
c pointers are to be adjusted. To be precise,

this involves the changing ofQ1
c andQ2

c pointers of two more elements of the same
column, one appearing just above(i+1)-th row and the other one appearing just below
ith row, respectively.

F.4 The column-id ofpα andpβ in matrixN are set toi + 1 andi, respectively.
F.5 The lists attached top′′

i andp′′
i+1 in matrixN are swapped. In other words, we traverse

left-list (and thenright-list) of columni andi+1 simultaneously. If at a particular row,
both ith and(i + 1)-th column has non-zero entries, theirQ1

r andQ2
r pointers are to

be adjusted as in Step F.3.
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One crucial point is to be kept in mind while making this update. The steps have to be
executed exactly in this order. This is because one step ahead of another may corrupt the
values being used by the other. As an example, the updates in rowi in Step B depend on
the existing entries in rowi + 1. If we execute Step C ahead of B, it is evident that the
entries in rowi + 1 get corrupted.

The processing of a lineLαβ (joining pα andpβ ) with negative gradient causes the
swap of a pair of rows in the matrixN . The identification of PMERs from matrixN , and
updating ofM andN are done exactly in the same manner as described for swap of a pair
of rows in matrixM.

3.4. Correctness of the algorithm

The correctness of our proposed algorithm follows from the following facts:

• We are rotating the grid in one (anti-clockwise) direction.
• Our grid rotation halts at each instance where either a pair of adjacent red grid lines or

a pair of blue grid lines swap. These events happen when either red grid lines or blue
grid lines are observed to be parallel to the line joining a pair of points inP , and we
are considering all the

(
n
2

)
pairs of points inP .

• For all the intermediate grid angles between two consecutive halts of the grid rotation,
the identity of each MER (i.e., the quadruple of points defining its boundary) remains
same.

• Finally, when a pair of adjacent grid lines swap, we have correctly recognized (i) all
the MERs that will no longer exist, and (ii) all the MERs that are newly generated.

The first two facts follow from our processing sequence. The third one follows from
Definition 2. In order to prove the fourth one, we consider the swap of a pair of adjacent
red grid lines, sayi and i + 1, corresponding to a pair of points, saypα andpβ , where
pα = p′′

i = p′
k andpβ = p′′

i+1 = p′
�. By Lemma 7,

• all the MERs which will no longer exists due to the aforesaid swap, are available in
rowsi andi + 1 and columnsk and� of the matrixM, and

• all the MERs which are newly generated due to the aforesaid swap, will find their
positions in rowsi andi + 1 and columnsk and� of the matrixM.

Note that, while swapping of a pair of blue grid lines, the set of MERs which will no
longer exist, are to be recognized from matrixN . So, we also need to assure that for all the
changes in matrixM, the corresponding changes in matrixN are done correctly.

In Steps A–E, we have inspected the relevant elements in the aforesaid two rows and
two columns to locate the MERs which will no longer exist after the rotation. For each of
them, the area of the corresponding PMERs is calculated.

The MERs which emerges after the present rotation, are classified into five categories.
In Step A, we have placed the only MER in setA′ in its right position in matrixM. Some
of the MERs in the other classes are obtained by truncating one of the sides of an already
existing MERs (see Steps B.3, C.3, D.3, and E.3). After the necessary modifications, their
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positions in matrixM are adjusted. In addition, some MERs will be formed anew (see
Steps B.4 and D.4), which are also identified with reference to some existing MER in
(i + 1)-th row of M. They are also properly positioned in matrixM. The MERs which
are present prior to the rotation, and will no longer exist after the rotation, are reached in
matrixN usingself_indicator, and are deleted. Lemma 7 essentially tells that all the newly
generated MERs will be added in thekth and�th rows, andith and(i + 1)-th column of
matrixN . For each of these MERs its position inN is also successfully obtained.

When a pair of blue lines swap, the relevant MERs can be successfully identified in the
matrixN in an exactly similar manner, and the necessary updates in both the matrices can
be done.

4. Complexity analysis

As discussed in the preceding sections, our algorithm consists of two phases, (i) finding
the successive event points (grid angles) at which the computation is done during the grid
rotation, and (ii) the management of grid diagram during the rotation. The first phase
requiresO(n2 logn) time as shown in Section 3.2.1. Now it remains to analyze the time
complexity of the second phase.

The construction of initial grid matrixM requiresO(n2) time in the worst case. While
processing each pair of points(pα,pβ), it needs to traverse a pair of rows and a pair
of columns corresponding to the pointspα andpβ in either of the matricesM andN
depending on whether the gradient of the lineLαβ (joining pα andpβ ) is positive or
negative. The total number of entries encountered during the traversal isO(n) in the worst
case. For each MER encountered during the traversal, which will not exist further, the
corresponding PMER can be reported inO(1) time. The generation of all new MERs and
their insertion in the matricesM andN may requireO(n) time in total. Finally, the swap
of two rows in the matrixM requires anotherO(n) time. So, apart from the reporting of
the PMERs and generating new MERs, one needs an additionalO(n) time for processing
each pair of pointspα,pβ ∈ P during the grid rotation. The grid rotation haltsO(n2) time.
Thus, we have the final theorem stating the time complexity of our algorithm.

Theorem 2. The time complexity of our algorithm of recognizing all(and hence the largest)
PMER isO(n3) in the worst case.

The space required for storing the matricesM andN at a particular grid angle is
equal to the number of MERs present in the plane at that time. Surely, it may beO(n2)

in the worst case; but it isO(n logn) on an average [7]. As we are usingO(n) space
for determining the event points, the average case space complexity of our algorithm is
O(n logn).
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the problem of locating the largest empty rectangle,
of any arbitrary orientation, among a set of points. An algorithmic technique is proposed
to solve this problem which inspects all the PMERs present in the plane. One may hope
for a faster algorithm without considering all the PMERs.
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Appendix A. Area calculation

Let us consider a set of MERs denoted by six-tuples{pi,pj ,pk,p�,φ,ψ}. The PMER
is a member in this set which has largest area. Let the grid angle corresponding to the
PMER beθ . The value ofθ is obtained as follows:

At grid angleθ , the lines corresponding to the north and south boundaries of the PMER
will be (y−yi)=m∗(x−xi) and(y−yk)=m∗(x−xk), respectively, wherem= tan(θ).
The lines at the east and west boundaries will be(y − y�) = (−1/m) ∗ (x − x�) and
(y − yj )= (−1/m) ∗ (x− xj ), respectively. So we have the coordinates of its four corners
as follows:

north-east:

(
m(y� − yi)+ (m2xi + x�)

m2 + 1
,
m(x� − xi)+ (m2y� + yi)

m2 + 1

)
,

north-west:

(
m(yj − yi)+ (m2xi + xj )

m2 + 1
,
m(xj − xi)+ (m2yj + yi)

m2 + 1

)
,

south-east:

(
m(y� − yk)+ (m2xk + x�)

m2 + 1
,
m(x� − xk)+ (m2y� + yk)

m2 + 1

)
,

south-west:

(
m(yj − yk)+ (m2xk + xj )

m2 + 1
,
m(xj − xk)+ (m2yj + yk)

m2 + 1

)
.

The area of the rectangle is

Aθ = (m(y� − yj )+ (x� − xj ))((yk − yi)+m(xi − xk))

m2 + 1
, φ � θ � ψ.

This is a unimodal function in 0� θ � π/2. Its maximum value can be obtained by solving
δ
δθ
Aθ = 0. Now we have

δ

δθ
Aθ = 1

m2 + 1

[
(yk − yi)(y� − yj )+ (xi − xk)(x� − xj )

]
+ 2m

[
(xi − xk)(y� − yj )+ (yk − yi)(x� − xj )

]
−m2[(y� − yj )(yk − yi)+ (x� − xj )(xi − xk)

]
, wherem= tan(θ).
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The choice of the optimal value ofθ∗ is as follows:

θ∗ =



φ if δ

δθ
Aθ < 0 atθ = φ,ψ,

ψ if δ
δθ
Aθ > 0 atθ = φ,ψ,

θ ′ if δ
δθ
Aθ = 0 atθ = θ ′ ∈ (φ,ψ).

Thus, given the four points and the range of grid angle,θ∗ can be computed in constant
time.
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